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Adjusted Least Squares Approach
for Diagnosis of Ill-Conditioned
Compliant Assemblies
Least squares (LS) estimation has been extensively used for parameter identificatio
model-based diagnosis. However, if ill-conditioning is present, the LS estimation
proach tends to generate imprecise results and thus impacts the diagnostic perform
In this paper, an adjusted least squares approach is proposed to deal with the
conditioning problem in the diagnosis of compliant sheet metal assembly process
adjusted LS approach is able to overcome the ill-conditioning and give precise resul
certain linear combinations of the faults. Simulations and industrial case study are
ducted to compare the diagnostic performance of the adjusted and regular LS appr
In addition, a two-stage assembly model is developed for further fault isolation
inclusion of additional measurement information.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1365116#
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1 Introduction
The dimensional integrity of an automotive body has trem

dous impact on the quality of the final vehicle. A typical body-i
white ~BIW!, which is the automotive body without closure pane
such as the doors, hood, and deck lid, and without paint app
consists of approximately 150–250 stamped sheet metal p
Those parts are assembled into the BIW through 55–75 asse
stations throughout the whole assembly process.

Several key characteristics of the assembly processes have
impact on the dimensional quality of the automotive body ass
bly. These characteristics include product characteristics suc
the part geometry and part-to-part joint functions as well as p
cess characteristics such as part locating elements and fixtur
cating layout. The dimensions of the BIW are measured by
in-line optical coordinate measuring machine~OCMM!. An auto-
motive body usually has 100 to 150 measurement locating po
~MLPs! measuring the ‘‘X, Y, andZ’’ coordinates on major sub-
assemblies throughout the assembly process. Figure 1 show
MLP layout of an automotive BIW.

Various research efforts have previously been made into
development of diagnostic methodologies for BIW assembly p
cesses. Diagnostic approaches for single fault of fixture failure
assembly processes were proposed by Ceglarek and Shi@1#. This
work was extended to multi-stations diagnosis by Jin and Shi@2#
and Ding et al.@3#, based on state space modeling techniq
Wang and Nagarkar@4#, Khan and Ceglarek@5# and Khan et al.
@6# studied the locator and sensor placement for the autom
coordinate checking fixtures and assembly systems, respecti
for rigid parts. The modeling and diagnosis of sheet metal ass
bly considering the compliant characteristics such as the par
part interferences and the part fabrication errors has been stu
Shiu et al.@7# proposed a beam-based model for dimensional c
trol of compliant assemblies. Chang and Gossard@8# studied the
impacts of compliant nonideal parts and locators on the C
modeling. A diagnostic approach was developed based on
beam model and the principal component analysis~PCA! to iso-
late single fault in compliant assemblies@9#. Recently, Apley and
Shi @10# have expended the diagnosis of fixture failures in BI
assembly processes to detect multiple faults using the LS
proach.

The least squares~LS! approach is a common technique f
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parameter estimation and multiple fault diagnosis. The LS-ba
parameter estimation method has been applied in many diffe
technical fields@11–13#. However, if the system/process bein
diagnosed is ill-conditioned, the LS approach may not work pr
erly. Researchers@14–16# have indicated that when ill-
conditioning is present, the parameter estimate based on the
approach tends to be inflated, and there is possibility that som
the estimations may be imprecise. As a result, the LS soluti
will lose the optimal properties of minimal 2-norm. For multip
faults diagnosis based on parameter estimation, the
conditioning problem will significantly lower the diagnosti
performance.

This paper proposes a new approach for the diagnosis of m
tiple faults in ill-conditioned systems. An adjusted LS approach
developed based on the singular value decomposition~SVD!,
which is able to precisely estimate certain linear combinations
faults that generate similar fault signatures in compliant ass
blies. In addition, a new method is developed to isolate th
faults based on additional process information in the assem
procedures.

The paper is organized as follows. After the introduction, t
fault diagnosis approach using LS estimation is reviewed in S
tion 2. The ill-conditioning problem in the diagnosis of complia
assembly is also discussed. In Section 3, an adjusted LS appr
is developed based on SVD. The diagnostic performances of
regular LS approach and the adjusted LS approach are quan
tively analyzed in Section 4. In Section 5, a fault isolation a
proach is proposed based on a two-step assembly model and
tivariate statistical techniques such as principal compon
analysis~PCA!. The conclusions are summarized in Section 6.

e

Fig. 1 The MLP layout of an automotive BIW
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2 Multiple Fault Diagnosis of Ill-Conditioned Systems

2.1 Fault Diagnosis Using Least Squares Estimation.A
diagnostic approach has been developed for panel assembly
cesses based on the least squares estimation technique,
aims at detecting and isolating multiple fixture faults simul
neously@10#. Diagnosis for compliant assemblies based on the
approach has also been studied by Rong et al.@17#. In this ap-
proach, a linearized diagnostic model was formulated as:

x~ j !5Dp~ j !1w~ j ! (1)

wherexPRn31 is the measurement vector at the correspond
MLPs on the assembly structure,n is the total number of MLPs;
pPRm31 is the vector representing the total structure fau
which are the results of part-to-part interferences at the parts
surfaces, and will lead to assembly deformations,m is the number
of faults in the assembly structure;wPRn31 is the noise vector
which includes the measurement noise and any unmodeled fa
in the process;j counts the product units, which is the sequent
number of product units measured during real manufacturing
cess;DPRn3m is the diagnostic matrix describing the relationsh
between the inputs~fault vector! and responses~measurement
vector! in the diagnostic model. It was shown that for the comp
ant assembly model@7,9# D corresponds to the inversed stiffne
matrix of the assembly structure, and the columns ofD represent
the impacts of unit faults on the structure deformations.

The least squares estimates ofp( j ) can be obtained as

p̂~ j !5@DTD#21dTx~ j ! (2)

Apley and Shi@10# developed the diagnostic statistics, and t
diagnostic statistic for thei th fault is

Fi5
ŝ i

2

@DTD# i , j
21ŝw

2 i 51,2, . . . ,m (3)

whereŝ i
2, ŝw

2 are the estimated variances of thei th fault and the
noise respectively,@DTD# i , j

21 is the i th diagonal element of matrix
@DTD#21. The diagnostic threshold is set asF05F(1
2a,N,N(n2m)), where (12a) is the confident level of the test
and N is the sample size~total number of measured units!. The
diagnostic criteria is to compare the diagnostic statistic with
threshold, ifFi.F0 , the i th fault is detected.

2.2 The Ill-Conditioning Problem

2.2.1 An Example in Autobody Diagnosis.This LS-based di-
agnostic approach requires that the columns of the diagnostic
trix D are independent. Unfortunately, this requirement may
be satisfied for some compliant assemblies. As an exampl
diagnosis based on the LS approach was performed for the
doorframe of an automotive body as shown in Fig. 2. In this r
doorframe structure, there are a total of six nodes to represent
geometry and part joints. Eight measurement dimensions ar
nodes 3, 4, 5, 6 inX and Z directions. There are four potentia
faults at nodes 4 and 5, which are the part jointing locations iX
andZ directions.

By using the regular LS approach, the diagnostic results
obtained. Table 1 summarizes the diagnostic results for sele
faults. In this simulation,n58, m54, the sample size was set a
N550, and (12a)50.999. So,F051.9011.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the regular LS approach
detect fault 2 and fault 4 effectively, but cannot detect faults 1
fault 3, which are the faults inX direction at nodes 4 and 5. Thi
is due to the ill-conditioned diagnostic matrix of the model
assembly structure. The columns inD that correspond to fault 1
and fault 3 are nearly collinear. In the physical structure, t
indicates that these two faults generate similar fault signature

When multicollinearity is presented among columns ofD, the
matrix D will be singular or ill-conditioned. In the extreme cas
when the columns are perfectly collinear, the diagnostic matriD
454 Õ Vol. 123, AUGUST 2001
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is singular. In this situation,D is not full rank, i.e. rank (D)
,m. In practice, the columns ofD may not be perfectly collinear
thus,D will be near singular or ill-conditioned.

2.2.2 The General Ill-Conditioning Problems.Considering
the diagnosis of a physical system such as an assembly pro
the fault-symptom relation can be formulated as functions of
sponse variables and explanatory variables

x5g~p!1e (4)

wherexPRn31 is the multivariate response vector,pPRm31 and
ePRn31 are fault vector and errors vector respectively. Fault
agnosis based on the measured responses of the system or p
can be considered as an inverse problem or a parameter estim
issue. Equation~4! can also be expressed as

x15g1~p1 ,¯ ,pm!1e1

x25g2~p1 ,¯ ,pm!1e2

........................

xn5gn~p1 ,¯ ,pm!1en (5)

wheregi(pl , . . . ,pm) denotes the differentiable functions of th
unknown parametersp1 , . . . ,pm ; xi denotes the observations a
the i th measurement point; andei represents the correspondin
error. From Taylor expansion, and by neglecting the higher ter
the linearized relationship between responses and unknown
rameters can be reduced to

x5Dp1w (6)

where

D5F ]g1 /]p1up0 ]g1 /]p2up0 ¯ ]g1 /]pmup0

]g2 /]p1up0 ]g2 /]p2up0 ¯ ]g2 /]pmup0

] ] ¯ ]

]gn /]p1up0 ]gn /]p2up0 ¯ ]gn /]pmup0

G (7)

DPRn3m is linearized coefficient matrix,wPRn31 is defined in
the same way as in Eq.~1!, andp0 is the initial condition of vector
p, which can be thought as the nominal position ofp. Notice that
Eq. ~1! has exactly the same format if including the sampli
sequencej 51,2, . . . ,N.

In general, the parameterp can be estimated by using the L
approach only whenD has rankm. When D is rank deficient,
ill-conditioning problems occur, and the estimated parame
may not be uniquely determined.

Ill-conditioning of matrix D is often encountered in invers
problems or parameter identification@18#. Ill-conditioning can be
caused by many factors. For example, in modal analysis and i
tification problems, ill-conditioning can result from the type an
location of external excitation or the selection of parameters to
identified, as well as from the sampling interval of the respons

Fig. 2 The beam structure of the rear doorframe
Transactions of the ASME
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In structural dimensional analysis such as assembly proce
ill-conditioning may be induced by the design and properties
the assembly structure as well as by the fixturing scheme
locates the structure.

2.2.3 Evaluation of Ill-Conditioning Problems.One of the
explanations of ill-conditioning was given by Klema and La
@19#. The problem was stated to computef (z) for given zPz.
Frequently, only an approximationz* to z is known. If f (z* ) is
‘‘near’’ f (z), the problem is said to be well-conditioned. Iff (z* )
may potentially differ greatly fromf (z), whenz* is nearz, the
problem is said to be ill-conditioned.

The ill-conditioning can be evaluated quantitatively by the co
dition number. For a linear system represented by

Ay5b (8)

whereAPRn3n, bPRn31 are known, we seek to solve the un
known y. When the system is perturbed or noisy, the probl
becomes

~A1DA!y5b1db (9)

where DA and db represent the perturbations inA and b. The
condition number is defined as

Cn5iAi•iAi21 (10)

whereiAi is the norm ofA andiAi can be the 2-norm or F-norm
The condition number,Cn , gives a measure of how much erro
in A and/orb may be magnified in the solutions. The conditio
number can also be expressed as

Cn5
j1

j r
(11)

wherej1 andj r are the largest and the smallest singular values
the matrixA. If Cn is small, a small relative change inb cannot
produce a very large relative change iny. On the other hand, ifCn
has a large value then a large relative change iny may result from
a small perturbation inb.

3 An Adjusted LS Approach
Singular value decomposition~SVD! can be used to detect ill

conditioning of the parameter estimation problems, which exa
ines the singular condition of the matrix. The advantage of SVD
that it can quantitatively analyze the singular condition in t
relationship between parameters and the responses.
ring Science and Engineering
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Using singular value decomposition~SVD! algorithm, matrixD
can be expressed as

D5ULVT (12)

where bothUPRn3n andVPRm3m are orthogonal matrices, an

L5FS 0

0 0GPRn3m,

with S5diag(j1,j2,¯ ,jr), r<min(n,m), j i ’s are the non-zero sin-
gular values ofD. The columns ofU are the eigenvectors ofDDT,
and the columns ofV are the eigenvectors ofDTD.

In the past, SVD has been used to solve various ill-condition
problems. Penny et al.@20# suggested the use of SVD to select t
optimal measurement locations for dynamic tests. Hasan
Viola @18# applied SVD to identify physical parameters in tim
domain modal identification. Mottershead and Foster@21# dis-
cussed the application of SVD in dealing with ill-conditioning
spatial parameter estimation from measured vibration data.
ill-conditioning problems in these applications can be dealt w
by commonly used approaches such as variable selection o
perimental design. However, in compliant assemblies such as
autobody assembly, the inputs-responses are constrained b
physical properties of the assembly structure. The parameters
need to be estimated are the potential faults, which are determ
by product/process design and cannot be simply modified by
perimental design. Moreover, any potential faults may occur d
ing the manufacturing process. Thus, it is not appropriate for
diagnostic approach to reduce the parameter domain base
variable selection. In this paper, an adjusted LS approach is
veloped based on the SVD and matrix partition technique for
diagnosis of compliant assemblies. Applying the adjusted LS
proach, certain linear combinations of the faults with collinear
fault signatures can be precisely estimated and detected unde
physical constraints of the modeled assembly structure.

If D is ill-conditioned, one can partitionD into @D1uD2#, where
D1PRn3k includes all independent columns ofD, and D2

PRn3(m2k) includes all collineared columns ofD. Thus, D2 is
ill-conditioned and rank deficient. Partitionp into @p1up2#

T ac-
cordingly, wherep1PRk, andp2PR(m2k). For the convenience o
discussion, we definepiPp1 as atype onefault, piPp2 as atype
two fault. The criteria and procedure of the partition can be su
marized as follows:

The linear dependency amongtype twofaults can be statisti-
cally analyzed by using linear correlation between the column
AUGUST 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 455
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matrix D. If the parameters~faults! are independent, the correla
tion between them is low; If the faults are collinear, the corre
tion is high. The correlation between two faults can be compu
by @22#

r kl5
skl

Askksll

(13)

whereskl andskk are the components of the parameter covarian
The collinearity of parameters can also be evaluated based o
SVD results. It can be computed thatskl5( i 51

m nkin l i /j i
2, where

nki ,n l i are the elements of the singular vectors, andj i ’s are the
singular values.

Therefore, thetype twofaults can be grouped by the correlatio
analysis of the SVD of matrixD, and the columns can be part
tioned accordingly. If more than one set oftype two faults are
present, the diagnostic matrixD will be partitioned into different
submatrices by the correlation analysis procedure.

So,

x5@D1 D2#Fp1

p2
G

5D1p11D2p2 (14)

SinceD2 is rank deficient, there is no unique solution for va
ables inp2, and only certain linear combinations of these variab
can be obtained. Thus,x is the overall results of each individua
effect of piPp1, plus a combined effect ofpi ’ sPp2. It is clear
that type onefault can be detected accurately by using the regu
LS estimation becauseD1 is full rank. However,type twofaults
cannot be effectively detected using the LS approach due to
rank deficiency inD2.

By using SVD, we can decomposeD2 as

D25U~2!L~2!V~2!T
(15)

where bothU(2)PRn3(m2k) andV(2)PR(m2k)3(m2k) are column
orthogonal matrices, andL (2)PR(m2k)3(m2k) is a diagonal
matrix.

First, let us consider the extreme case. Assume the (m2k)
columns ofD2 are exactly collinear, thusrank (D2)51. So, the
(m2k21) singular values ofD2 are zeros. Then

D25j1u1
~2!v1

~2!T
(16)

If the columns are not exactly collinear but nearly rank de
cient, the singular values ofD2 will not be zeros. In this situation

D25 (
i 51

Rank~D2!

j iui
~2!vi

~2!T
(17)

whereui
(2)’s andvi

(2)’s are the corresponding SVD vectors of th
D2. In this case, one of the singular values ofD2 is large, and all
others are small. ThusD2 can be approximated by the linear com
bination associated with the largest singular value. Denoting

D̃25j1u1
~2!v1

~2!T
(18)

From the results of Golub and Van Loan@14#, D̃2 is the best
rank-sufficient approximation ofD2. The detail of this property is
provided in the Appendix.

From Eq.~18!,

D̃2•p25~j1u1
~2!!~v1

~2!T
p2! (19)

Let DA5j1u1
(2) , andpA5v1

(2)T
p25( i 51

m2kv i1
(2)p2i . Now pA is a

new variable that represents the combined effect of the undis
guishable variables in vectorp2.

From Eq.~19!, Eq. ~1! can be adjusted into

x~ j !5D̃•p̃~ j !1wA~ j ! (20)
456 Õ Vol. 123, AUGUST 2001
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wherep̃5@p1upA#T5@p1 ,p2 , ¯ ,pkupA#T, andD̃5@D1uDA#, and
wA is the overall noise.

By doing so, the linear combination ofp2 can be precisely
estimated by using the LS approach without affecting oth
parameters.

4 Diagnostic Performance Analysis
In this section, the diagnostic performance of the regular

approach and the adjusted LS approach are compared with s
lations. The beam structure model of the rear doorframe shown
Fig. 2 is used in these simulations.

The diagnostic results of the adjusted LS approach using
same data set as in Table 1 are summarized in Table 2.

From Table 2, it can be seen that the adjusted LS approach
effectively detect the combination ofp1 andp3 in all fault situ-
ations when these faults occur, which gives more precise detec
compared to the regular LS approach as listed in Table 1. T
detection performance of detecting fault 2 and fault 4 is the sa
as in the regular LS approach.

In order to evaluate and compare the diagnostic performanc
the regular and adjusted LS diagnostic approaches, type I e
~false alarm ora error! and type II error~miss detection orb
error! are investigated by using Monte Carlo simulations.

The signal-to-noise ratio is defined as

Sn5
s̄2

sw
2 (21)

wheres̄2 is the pooling variance of then measurement points in
x, and

s̄25

(
i 51

n

Var@xi~• !#

n
. (22)

From Eq.~1!, we have

x~ j !5(
k51

m

dikpk~ j !1wi~ j ! (23)

and

Var@xi~• !#5(
k51

m

dik
2 Var@pk~• !#1sw

2 (24)

Table 2 The simulation results for the adjusted LS approach
Transactions of the ASME
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Table 3 The Monte Carlo simulation results for the regular and adjusted LS approach
Here we assume thatps( j ) and pt( j ) are independent~s,t
51,2, . . . ,m, sÞt!. Also, ps( j ) andws( j ) are independent.

If only the kth fault occurs, then

Var@xi~• !#5dik
2
•Var@pk~• !#1sw

2 (25)

From Eq.~22!,
facturing Science and Engineering
s̄25

(
i 51

n

~dik
2
•sk

21sw
2 !

n
5

sk
2(

i 51

n

dik
2 1nsw

2

n
5

sk
2

n
1sw

2 (26)

So, the signal-to-noise ratio for thekth fault
Fig. 3 The OC curve of type two faults „p1 and p3…

Fig. 4 The OC curves of type one fault „p2 and p4…
AUGUST 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 457
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Snk5
sk

2

nsw
2 11 (27)

In this simulation, we setSnk52, the sample sizeN550, (1
2a)50.999, the total number of simulationsnk5104.

The results for the regular LS and adjusted LS are summar
in Table 3. It should be noticed that when a fault occurs,
diagnostic performance can be evaluated by the type II error~miss
detection!; on the other hand, when a fault is not present,
diagnostic performance is evaluated by type I error~false alarm!.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the adjusted LS approach h
very good performance in detecting different fault combinatio
containing thetype twofaults p1 andp3. Both type I error~false
alarm! and type II error~miss detection! for the adjusted LS ap-
proach are very low compared to the regular LS approach. Me
while, both approaches have the similar performance in detec
faults p2 andp4.

The OC curve for each fault are constructed and illustrated
Figs. 3 to 4.

Comparing the diagnostic performance for thetype twofault in
Fig. 3, the adjusted LS significantly reduces theb error. For a
moderate signal-to-noise ratio and sample size, saySn53, and
N540, by using the adjusted LS, theb error is below 0.04; while
for the regular LS, theb error is about 0.999. Fortype onefault,
the adjusted LS and regular LS have similar performance~see Fig.
4~a! and ~b!!.

5 Fault Isolation with Additional Information

5.1 Fault Isolation Based on Optimal Design. The pur-
pose of this section is to improve the diagnostic performance
the proposed approach by studying the diagnosability and isola
ity of type two faults. The adjusted LS approach can precis
detect the combination oftype two faults. However, each indi-
vidual fault cannot be isolated based on the information provi
at the measurement points. Therefore, an effective approac
needed to isolate the faults.

5.1.1 Optimal Design Technique.One common approach o
improving parameter estimations in experimental design issue
to add new observations to the diagnostic model@14,15#. In the
diagnosis of automotive sheet metal assembly, this concep
equivalent to adding new MLPs on the assembly structure.

In order to isolatetype twofaults, a new measurement point
added to the diagnostic model. Thus, the corresponding m
becomes

x* 5D2* •p21w (28)
458 Õ Vol. 123, AUGUST 2001
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where x* 5(x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xn ,xn11)T2x~p1!, x~p1! is the effect of
type onefault p1 on the dimensional displacement of the assem
structure, andD2* 5(D2dn11

(2) )T, dn11
(2) is the new row in the diag-

nostic matrixD2* corresponding to the new measurement po
xn11 .

Based on the Fisher information matrix@23#, the optimal crite-
rion is to choose a new MLP that maximizes the determinan
the Fisher information matrix. It can be expressed as follow

Max
xn11

i~D2* !TD2* i (29)

Silvey @14# showed that an equivalent criterion is to choo
xn11 in order to maximize the minimum eigenvalue of the ne
information matrix

~D2* !TD2* 5D2
TD21dn11

~2! dn11
~2!T

(30)

5.1.2 Limitations of the Optimal Design in Compliant Asse
blies. It should be noticed that in optimal experimental desi
problems, i.e. in a linear systemAy5b, A and b are all experi-
mental data. By choosing the experimental setup, one can get
observations~new row in A! that is able to meet the optima
criteria. Unlike the optimal experimental design problems, all
sponses of MLPs~the contents of the diagnostic matrixD! are
determined by the properties of the modeled assembly structu
the diagnostic issue in this paper. For some cases, an opt
solution may not exist.

For compliant assembly system with potential multiple faults
two or more faults generate the same fault signature on the as
bly structure, adding a new MLP will not provide an optim
solution. In another word, the faults cannot be isolated no ma
where the additional MLP is added to the structure.

To show this, assume two faults in thetype twofault domain
occurring, let us say faultspI and pII . ThusD25@dI

(2)dII
(2)#, dI

(2)

anddII
(2) are the column vectors corresponding to faultspI andpII .

Notice that thetype twofaults generate the same fault signatu
thusdI

(2) anddII
(2) are correlated with relation ofdII

(2)5cdI
(2) . Con-

strained by the assembly structure properties, the elements in
new row of the diagnostic matrix corresponding to the new M
are proportional, which isdn11,II5cdn11,I . The relationship can
be represented by

F x
xn11

G5F D2

dn11
~2! G•F pI

pII
G (31)

From Silvey’s criteria in Eq.~30!,
Fig. 5 The two-stage assembly model
Transactions of the ASME
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dn11
~2! GT

•F D2

dn11
~2! G5~D2!TD21~dn11

~2! !Tdn11
~2!

5@dI
~2! dII

~2!#T@dI
~2! dII

~2!#

1@dn11,I
~2! dn11,II

~2! #T@dn11,I
~2! dn11,II

~2! # (32)

5S (
i 51

n

~di ,II
~2!!21~dn11,II

~2! !2D F1 c

c c2G
It can be computed that one of the eigenvalues in Eq.~32! is

zero. Thus the optimal criteria cannot be satisfied.

5.2 Fault Isolation Based on the Two-Step Assembly
Model. Since adding a new MLP at the final measurement s
tion will not help to isolate thetype twofaults, other information
is needed.

Now let us consider the assembly procedure of sheet m
parts. The assembly procedure can be described by two stage~1!
fixturing stage, which refers to the stage where parts are p
tioned and located by pins and clamps. In this stage, the p
deformation are caused by part-to-part interferences during
sembly when the locators/clamps are applied, and~2! released
stage, which refers to parts which are assembled and all loca
~pins and clamps! have been released. Thus, the measurements
taken when the part is in a free state~without fixtures holding the
part!. The deformation/spring back results from self-constra
forces of the assembled structure after the locators/clamps
been released. The two stages are illustrated in Fig. 5.

Now consider the force-deformation relations in the two stag
For the released stage:

x~2!5f~2!
•p~2! (33)

The model in the released stage is the same as the diagn
model discussed in Eq.~1!, wherex(2), f(2) and p(2) are corre-
sponding tox, D andp.

For the fixturing stage:

x~1!5f~1!
•p~1! (34)

x(1)PRk31 andp(1)PRm31 correspond to the deformation of th
structure and the force vector at the fixturing stage.f(1)PRk3m is
the diagnostic matrix when the clamps/locators are applied.

In this modeling procedure, the friction and friction forces b
tween any two parts are not considered. Modeling the effect
friction is beyond the scope of this research. Under this assu
tion, we have the relationship ofp(1)5p(2). Notice that the diag-
nostic matrices of the two assembly stages are quite different
cause of the effects of locator/clamps. Inferring from the des
principle of fixtures requires that the locating elements are
thogonal~or as orthogonal as possible!. In this sense, the diagnos
tic matrix of the fixturing stage will not be ill-conditioned. So
additional measurement information from the assembly of the
turing stage will be very helpful for isolating thetype twofaults.

A decision tree for the rear doorframe can be formulated
shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the fault isolation problem
the released stage can be reduced to single fault cases in th
turing stage, which means that if the signature matches any
ticular fault, that fault is the corresponding source of the dim
sional problem at the released stage. Thus, the fault diagn
approach based on PCA for single fault@9# can be applied here to
isolate thetype two faults by using the additional measureme
information at the fixturing stage. From Rong et al.@9# a diagnos-
tic vector di

(1) can be defined which is thei th column of matrix
f(1). The diagnostic vectordi

(1) ( i 51,2, . . . ,k) is a constant vec-
tor, which is determined by the properties of the modeled ass
bly structure, and measures the effect of thei th fault onx(1). The
fault isolation is based on multiple hypothesis tests. The hypo
eses are defined as follows
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where a1 is the eigenvector that is corresponding to the larg
eigenvalue of the covariance matrix ofx(1). For single fault,a1

explains the variation pattern of the measured data ofx(1). The
particular diagnostic vectordi

(1) that satisfies the null hypothesi
will isolate the corresponding fault inp(1). The test statistic can be
formulated as

Fig. 6 The decision flowchart for the isolation of type two
faults

Fig. 7 The in-line measurement data of MLP 1 and MLP 2 on
the rear door

Table 4 The normalized diagnostic vectors for different hypo-
thetical faults
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Table 5 The hypothesis test results for the diagnostic vectors
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and V i follows xn21
2 @8#. Here S is the covariance matrix o

x(1), l1 is the largest eigenvalue ofS, N is the sample size of the
measurements. The decision criteria is that ifV i.x (a,n21)

2 , reject
H0 . Herea represents the confidence level of the tests.

5.3 Industrial Case Study. The presented case study w
implemented in the assembly process of sport-utility vehicles
one of the domestic assembly plants. The schematic diagram
the automotive body for this vehicle is presented in Fig. 1, a
model of the doorframe in Fig. 5. The described process has
stalled an in-line measurement gage, which allows for meas
ment of 100 percent-produced vehicles. The sample of 200 m
sured vehicles was used for data evaluation. The data are sho
Fig. 7.

Following the procedure from Rong et al.@9#, the normalized
diagnostic vectors of the assembly structure are derived
shown in Table 4.

PCA analysis of the measurement data shows the first ei
value isl150.3569, and the eigenvector corresponding to the
eigenvalue isa15@0.7398 0.6729#T. Hypothesis tests for each d
agnostic vectordi

(1) in Table 4 against the fault vectora1 are
conducted. Seta50.01, thus the decision criteriax (a,n21)

2

5x (0.01,1)
2 56.63. The test results are shown in Table 5.

Based on the decision criteria of the multiple hypothesis te
and the results of test statisticsV i ’s in Table 5, the null hypothesis
for diagnostic vectorsd2

(1) , d3
(1) andd4

(1) are rejected, andd1
(1) is

concluded as the matching diagnostic vector of fault variat
patterna1 . From Table 4, diagnostic vectord1

(1) corresponds to
node 5 in theX direction. Therefore, faultp1 ~at node 5 in theX
direction! was identified as the root cause of the dimensio
problem described by the analyzed data. Following the same
proach a few more case studies were identified and root ca
were isolated.

6 Conclusion
The least squares~LS! approach can be used to estimate fau

in compliant assembly processes based on the measured ass
responses. The diagnostic matrix for the assembly structure
be ill-conditioned because of the compliant characteristics of
structure itself. If it occurs, the LS solutions are imprecise and
diagnostic performance is poor.

In this paper, an adjusted LS approach is proposed. In
approach, the diagnostic matrix is partitioned by using singu
value decomposition. The adjusted LS approach is able to
cisely estimate certain linear combinations of the faults that g
erate similar fault signatures. The comparison results between
regular LS and the adjusted LS indicate that the performanc
the adjusted LS overperforms the regular LS fortype twofaults.
Meanwhile, they both have the same performance fortype one
faults. The Monte Carlo simulation results show that both typ
error ~false alarm! and type II error~miss detection! are very
satisfactory for the adjusted LS approach. In order to isolate
type twofaults, a two-stage assembly model is further develop
By adding additional measurements following this two-sta
model, the faults can be isolated by using a predeveloped P
based diagnostic algorithm.
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Appendix: Prove D̃2Äj1u1
„D2…v1

„D2…T is the Best Rank-
Sufficient Approximation of D

Let APRn3m, from SVD, we have

UTAV5diag~j1 , ¯ ,jk!, (A-1)

wherek5min$n,m%5rank(A), andj1>j2> . . . >jk>0.
If exist matrix Ar, (Ar)5r ,k, and

Ar5(
i 51

r

j iuin i
T (A-2)

From Eq.~A-2!, we have

UTArV5diag~j1 , ¯ ,j r ,0,¯ ,0! (A-3)

From Golub and Van Loan@14#,

iA2Ari25iUT~A2Ar !Vi2

5idiag~0,¯ ,0,j r 11 , ¯ ,jk!i2 (A-4)

5j r 11

Notice that, the singular values are arranged in a decrea
sequence, so allj iPAr are larger thanj r 11 . Thus,Ar is the best
rank-sufficient approximation ofA in the senses of minimum
2-norm. The proving ofD̃2 follows.
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